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COTP Report to RRT II
12 APR 2017 – 13 JUN 2018

NRC  
Notifications

Oil Spill 
Reports

HAZMAT 
Release 
Reports

177 144 33

RRT Activations OSLTF 
Projects

CERCLA 
Projects

0 0 1

LOWs NOVs Civil Penalty

12 6 0

* These numbers reflect CG Sector Delaware Bay data 
for the RRT II region only.

COTP DelBay
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These numbers reflect CG Sector Delaware Bay data for the RRT II region only.



• 21 August 2017: Vessel encountered 
discarded military munitions at sea, 
crewmember later presented symptoms of 
exposure. Atlantic City HAZMAT conducted 
testing on vessel, catch (in Delaware, RRT III) 
destroyed prior to making it to market.

F/V ESS ENDEAVOR Blister Agent
Atlantic City, NJ
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On 21 August 2017, Sector Delaware Bay received a report from the Master of a 145-foot commercial fishing vessel that a crewmembers was being treated at an Atlantic City hospital for a chemical blister on his forearm.  The blister injury was believed to have been a result of handling a munition recovered during commercial clamming offshore.  The vessel had arrived to port in Atlantic City the previous day, and offloaded its catch of 5,300 bushels of clams.  The clams were transported from Atlantic City to Sea Watch International in Milford, DE, for processing.  None of the other crew members were displaying symptoms of exposure.  The injured crewmember was treated and released from the hospital. During interviews, the Master indicated that the vessel pulled up a box of approximately 20 munitions approximately 28 nautical miles East of Long Branch, NJ during clamming operations.  The box was caught in the vessel’s hopper, broke apart, and the canisters entered the sorting belt mechanical system from the hopper.  The canisters and other metallic items were retrieved from the magnet by crew members, and discarded overboard.  Responders from the Atlantic City Fire Department HAZMAT team, and Atlantic Strike Team, performed testing for chemical agents onboard the vessel, with negative results. Federal and State officials worked with Sea Watch to embargo and quarantine the catch, which was later destroyed. The reported GPS coordinates for the recovered material were 40-09.568N 073-06.277W.
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Diesel Spill
Paulsboro, NJ

• 02 February 2018: Air actuated valve froze in the open 
position, spilled diesel when commencing transfer. 
Estimated approximately 1000 gallons spilled, of which 
approximately up to 200 gallons entered the Delaware 
River. Clean-up completed with sorbent boom along 
shoreline and manual cleaning of barge

Approximate Valve Location

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From MISLE: 12Feb2018- On 02Feb2018, MER personnel recieved an NRC report regarding a discharge of diesel at PBF Logisitics in Pauslboro, NJ. The cause of the discharge is yet undetermined but was initially reported as a mechanical failure of a valve due to cold temperatures. The facility is assesing the cause of the failure and will provide a report to MER when they have it finalized. The facility was in the process of beginning transfer operations when discharge occured. Transfer person removed blank from terminal manifold to connect hose and while removing blank, diesel in the line began discharging onto dock, containment, waterway and barge. Quantity of discharge was initially reported to be 100gal. MER personnel went to facility to assess response actions. OSRO was on scene deploying sorbent on the beach north and south of the dock. East winds made this method adequate, since the product was being pushed to the beach inside the dock by the wind. Reportedly, discharge was secured within minutes after it occured. DBRC and Miller Environmental were the OSRO's responding to the incident.



Ongoing Initiatives
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MILITARY MUNITIONS 
RESPONSE PLAN

CONPLAN in final stages of 
approval

UAS USAGE IN EMERGENCY 
RESPONSE

ALCOAST released authorizing 
UAS contracting during 
emergencies

GOVERNMENT INITIATED 
UNANNOUNCED EXERCISES

Required to complete four per 
fiscal year, Q3 GIUE pends

MARINE FIREFIGHTING SUB-
COMMITTEE

Establish an Area Committee 
sub-committee to improve port-
wide preparedness & 
coordination to safely handle a 
major shipboard fire



Upcoming Exercise Schedule
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Marine Firefighting Committee Seminar was focused on a) initiating effort to create new sub committee; and b) another local effort to get local FF’s onboard a vessel similar to what was done twice in last year.AMSP TTX will likely be an passenger vessel active shooter TTX, in coordination w/ MTOG members and Cape May-Lewes Ferry.  Development pends.The Colonial Pipeline FSE is a late-breaker within the last week; Colonial will be hosting a FSE in September involving a spill from one of their pipes a few miles from the DE River, under Mantua Creek.  SDB reps will participate in their exercise.  More to follow.
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